Loop Enhanced Conformational Resampling Method for Protein Structure Prediction.
Protein structure prediction has been a long-standing problem for the past decades. In particular, the loop region structure remains an obstacle in forming an accurate protein tertiary structure because of its flexibility. In this study, Rama torsion angle and secondary structure feature-guided differential evolution named RSDE is proposed to predict three-dimensional structure with the exploitation on the loop region structure. In RSDE, the structure of the loop region is improved by the following: loop-based cross operator, which interchanges configuration of a randomly selected loop region between individuals, and loop-based mutate operator, which considers torsion angle feature into conformational sampling. A stochastic ranking selective strategy is designed to select conformations with low energy and near-native structure. Moreover, the conformational resampling method, which uses previously learned knowledge to guide subsequent sampling, is proposed to improve the sampling efficiency. Experiments on a total of 28 test proteins reveals that the proposed RSDE is effective and can obtain native-like models.